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Prefacee and Acknowledgments 

Thiss is it: a nondescript office building, its doors still locked. Blue and yellow 
tiless cover the storefront. The sign above the entrance reads "Staffing 
Solutions".. I wait for my appointment to show up, a manager of a temporary 
agencyy specialized in Mexican construction workers. Palm trees are waving in 
thee warm morning wind, the noise of rush hour traffic on Interstate 101, five 
hundredd feet away, and the warm smell of burrito's. It's almost 9.15 AM and 
thee next-door tacqueria is already open for business. The discoteca next to the 
restaurantt sells Mexican cowboy hats and phone cards ^Itargetas sin costos de 
conexiónf}.conexiónf}. Across the street is an audio/video store with a neon sign mounted 
too the wall: "DJ Music". If only to stress that this place easily blends Latino 
culturee with hi-fi , a car slowly passes, windows rolled down, the tunes of a 
cancioncancion coming my way. As I contemplate these features of California-twenty-
first-century-style,first-century-style, I notice four Latino men in worker garb, staring at sheets of 
paperr laid out on the hood of a car. They could be workers of the temp agency 
andd I approach them to see if they know where the manager is. Yes, they work 
forr the agency, in fact, it's their first day. They point at the paper sheets that 
readd 'application for employment'. Do they know where the manager is? "EI 
jeffè?jeffè? Maybe he's at the job site." A moment of silence. Then:: "Why? You need 
guys?""  They look at my note pad, and I start to explain that, no, I'm not 
lookingg for workers, but that I'm doing research and... their attention quickly 
fades.. The men obviously have more important things to do, such as preparing 
forr a day of trabajo duroy hard manual labor: digging trenches and removing 
debriss in 90 degrees Fahrenheit. At the end of this day they wil l have made 
fifty-five,fifty-five,  maybe sixty dollars in cash for a long day of work. Tomorrow they'll 
bee back at the same office. Or maybe they won't. Because, you know, there's 
alwayss a chance that something better may show up. 

Thiss book is a labor of love. The love for this work has been taught to me by 
Tonn Wilthagen and Harm van Lieshout. It is an understatement to say that 
bothh have done more for this project than I could reasonably expect. Working 
withh them is an ongoing learning experience. For this and much more I owe 
themm many thanks. Paul van der Heijden has always showed his confidence in 
thiss project and encouraged me to keep on writing. I am very grateful for his 
helpp and advice. 

Whilee affiliated with the Hugo Sinzheimer Institute (HSI), University of 
Amsterdam,, I carried out most of the work for this book as a visiting scholar at 
thee Institute of Industrial Relations (IIR) of the University of California at 
Berkeley.. During my three-year visit, IIR offered a stimulating academic 
environment.. The Institute's denizens made me, and so many other visitors, 
feell  at home from the very beginning. I am particularly grateful to Myra 
Armstrongg and George Strauss. Janice Kimball has been invaluable in guiding 
mee through the Institute's library and continued to help me out after I had 
returnedd to Amsterdam. Jason Christopher offered me technical comfort. 
Sharonn Melnyk helped me with conceptual blockbusting. I owe many thanks to 
thee people at II R who spent time reading early drafts of parts of this book and 
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too those with whom I had inspiring conversations on the broader topic of 
academia.. Sebastian Aschenbrenner, Chris Benner, Tony Chen, Jon Erik 
Dolvik ,, Peter V. Hall, David I. Levine, Warren Mar, Katie Quan, Kirsten 
Spalding,, Harold Toro, Hal Wilensky, and Carol Zabin shared their ideas about 
thiss project or have been helpful in other ways. 

Duringg the years at 'CaT, I returned to Amsterdam several times for field 
researchh and to present my findings at various seminars at HSL I benefited 
fromm the comments of my HSI colleagues, particularly from Ronald Beltzer (on 
thee sections dealing with the Dutch flexibilit y and security legislation) and 
Adriaann van Liempt (on industrial relations in the Dutch IT industry). 

Muchh of the empirical work is based on interviews that I carried out 
betweenn March 2000 and November 2003 in the Netherlands and in the 
Unitedd States. I am grateful for the financial support that I received from HSI 
forr my fieldwork. I am indebted to all interview participants, without whom 
thiss study would not have been possible. I also gained useful insights in the 
workingss of Silicon Valley through many conversations with friends 
(temporarily)) employed at software companies in the Bay Area. 

Duringg the final year, the writing of this book felt as hard manual labor to 
mee (of course in no comparison to the working conditions of many day 
laborerss in the United States). Sylvester Piel and Sharon Pisam assisted when 
typingg became difficult . 

II  am indebted to David Finegold, who has been an invaluable source of 
feedbackk and advice. Lei Delsen provided helpful comments in an early stage 
off  this project. Willem Plessen shared his expertise on the sections concerning 
thee collective agreement for Dutch temporary agency workers. 

II  am very grateful to Astrid Ornstein, who proved indispensable as a liaison 
officerr between Amsterdam and Berkeley, and who continued to be a great 
helpp until the very end of this project. I am also thankful to Judith Koppens for 
thee cover design. 

Petraa Mouthaan decided to make the completion of this book her personal 
mission.. I owe her many thanks. I am indebted to Jacob Ely and Jeroen 
Koppenss for proofreading the manuscript. Al l errors and omissions remain 
mine. . 

Finally,, I can write the words that are the most precious to me. I dedicate this 
bookk to Sam and Lola: everything, everything. 
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onn the fly: while in morion or progress 
TheThe New Oxford American Dictionary (edition 2001), s.v. "fly " 




